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FOURTH ANNUAL :ACA SEMINAR

The Proceedings

The Fourth Annual Seminar was .held on July 9 and 10 in Austin, Tpxas. Using as the generE

theme for the Seminar, "An-Inquiry into the Implications for Speech Communication of Current
Trends in Higher Education," Seminar Director David H. Smith spent tLe first session presentin8
an o..Terview of the trends as perceived by college andVniversity administrators. The areas o

concern for the speech communication arts and sciences as outlined by Dr. Smith were:

1.

2.

3.

4.

The population curve both regionally and nationally.
The strplus of trained manpolier.
The surplusof Ph.D.s.
The growth of proprietanY schools.

5. _Possible Federal creditation.
6. The decline of disciplinary associations.
7. The growth of 1 elong learning.

-i 8. 'The rise of litig \tion over appointment and tenure proceduees.
9. The rase of- collective bargaining.

10. The new occupational emphasis.in higher education.'r
11. The bureaucratization of state higher education systems.
12. The social class relevance of instructional goals.
13. The economic pinch on privaCe Colleges.
14. The decline in verbal examination scores and student. articulateness. I

15. Open admissions. !,1,1,!

, Taking these concerns as a starting point, thl forty Seminar attendees formed five task
forces to discuss, analyze, review and prepare position papers. Those task forces narrowed th
areas Of concern to: placement of speech communication graduates, collective bargaining, grad
'e education, enrollment pressures, and consolidating programs.

The recommendations from these groups were presented to the Seminar. After a discu,ssion o
ea repot, a final position paper was prepared. The proceedings include Smittis speech

6and the reports.
A
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CURRENT TRENDS FOR SPEECit ,

COMMUNICATION PLANNING

David H. Smith

41

... I am pleasedto be here with others who are both speech communication fatuity muiftbers and
administrators. The rhetoric of higher education doeN not accord much praise to the adminisra
Indeed; he is ruch maligned. The child of !a faculty member I know is especially prolid of her 1
rag doll. She says she called it.uadminis,tratoi" becauslf. it can lie in any position.

Perhaps that rhetoric is functional. It may help maintain the participative elements in o
decisionrAking processes, it-May serve as needed humbling for experts who are cting outside t
areas of expertise, and, of course, it always gives a good .ationale for returning to che'cless
fdr those who gb longer find the administrative game worth the candle.

.
ArlmiTI4crrat4^,' ;^ h4gT-er "--:tion is, however, socially useful work. Institutions need

intelligent leadership. As much as faculty and students occasionally resent the intrusion of
administrative work intd intellectual pursuits,.it is.only the buffer provided by faculty admin
strators that prevedts.the intrusion,from becoming a major disruption:-. Complex institutions ne
to be directed by thoge who share the valuasthat justify the.institUtions.

This is not to say that departmental administration is easy. Quite the contrary. -The frus
tration is great. More and more time must be spent in managing the day to day ,details. Forms
must be filled out, student complaints must be heard,,facu,lty must be timultaneously mollified,
cajoled, and inspired, staff must'be hired., classes must be met,, and 'bedgets must be stretched
ftmetimeseven beyond the breaking point. In the midst of all tHis the Dean's office is sure,
to request seven new reports by the end of the week.

1

But it:is not just the. amount of detail that creates. frustration. Some conflicting forces
seem to Yield to no rational, reconciliation.` There is ac really reasonable way to decide whethe
the department will benefit more from spending the money for faculty, travel or for reaching aids
Yet the decision must be made. No one can find a really satisfactory way to -say to a,colleague
that tenure has been denied. . . . .

In the mi4,dst of ,this press of detail and need to be Solomon, it is hard to fine lime to
examine the larger questions aboaewhere higher education is in the society, and what the future
is likely to bring. Yetthe options which individual colleges and departmenls will have'depe
mportantly on the answers to the larger questions. OUr purpose will be 'o examine those lar
uestions in the framework of planning for the future by Speech Communication department's, for1
tithout effective planning we cannot hope.to mee,t either the challenges or opportunit.ies of
he future.

.0/
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In Summer 1967 Daedalus considered the future in a volume called "Toward the YearTwo
Thousand: ;Work in Progress." It contains both the good news and the bad news. The,good news
= s -In a list by Herman Kahn of 100 Technological Innovations in` the Next33 Years. Among those

terns listed are:.

1. The use of cyborg techniques

2% The possibility for human hibernalionf

3. Super effective relaxation and sleep

4. Ptogrammed dreams

'
5. Effective means of appetite and weight control

6. Non-harmful metnods of over-indulging

Eich of these certainly suggests ways of handling administrative pressures. You can 'Saair at the
very feast on self-indulgence and temporary escape.

George' Millet provides the bad newt when he quotes R. J. Herstein on "The Ptinciple of the
Conservation of TrOuble." That principle"holds that as each difficulty is solved, a new one
arises;to take its place. The only problem with the principle of the conservation of trouble is
that new'dirticulties seem to arise even when the,old'ones have uot keen solved. Perhaps the
real-motivation for planning is to get the.old problems tak&n care of.to have time for the
new Ones'.

In any-case,ieffective planning begins with understanding the pressures-that plans must
meet, pressUres.both from within and without the organization. Twill assume that you are aware,
perhaps more than you want to be, of internal pressures on your department. I will focus on
pressures from outside. The societal ptessures impactinglkigher education are numerous. We Cann
consider them all, but several, seem particularly worth mentioning as a background for.our con-
sideration' of planning for Speech Communication departments.

In the' last several years there haS been a change of attitude towards higher education
itself and towards the place,of 91ucation in .American society. This is not simply a
hangover from the reaction to student rebellion of the' Viet Nam period; rather, it is the result
of our very success during the sixties.

During that period the percentage of young people In post - `secondary education more than
doubled. Te percentage of 18-year olds in some form of college for some pare of the year was
8% in 1950 add.50% in 1970. In 1970 there were approximately 9.5 million students in this

.
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country. ,The percentage of the gross natiinal Tr8duct allocatO to higher education went from
1% in' 1950 to 3% in 1970,, a tripling over .a twenty-year period. The.Federal dollars devoted to
higher Vocation went from virtually nothing at ehe end of World WariII to eight billion dollar
in 1976. We may,not think that is nearly enough, but it is certain* a substantial increase.-

periodWe have been, through a oftgrowth that any_industry would consider stunning. In the prod
. .

some basic aspects of the.way we are regarded have changed -. Those changes. persist even though
,the growth' has halted.

Coll'eg'e is now virtually open to all. Open admissions in,the public sector.is here. As
result, we haVe removed the mystery from higher education, and made College no longer a place o
for the elite. Society expects the higher education opportunity to be available, to each citiz
perhaps in a two -year institution or perhaps in. a four-year institution, perhaps at a state
assisted university or.perhaps at a, private institution, but wherever, the opportunity for post]
se(ondary education should be available to all.

Higher education has, in turn, tromotedegalitarian attitudes by. dropping its ceremonies al
forMalities. Commencement, at least at.my institution, is more like a production line than a
meaningful ritual. Along with the mysteriOus ceremony, we haVe taken off our neckties and stop
the use of titles and appellations. Often we are "Dave" or "Jim" rather than "doctor" or
"professor." I doubt if any of us haseseriously considered recently whether or not to teach-in
an academic gown. Higher education is now a routine, mundane part ?of the everyday scene. The
mystery is gone and the priesthood has Stopped distinguishing itself from the laity.' We are al
faculty and students learning together. The faculty is no longer something puzzling and odd.
It organizes and pickets like any other,. group of worker . College seems to many little more th
an-extension of high school.

As a result, university people are no longer treated as special or wise. The public seems
be insisting, for example, that we begin to'talk so that they can understand us. They seem to
feel we have _a responsibility to be in our classrooms and offices where students cansee us and
hear us. They want to know how many hours we work and what we produce. They want us to show
thal we accomplish something with the money.they give us. It is no longer fashionable to be
forgetful and irrelevant.

College is regarded more like a public utility, perhaps, than anything -else. We are to be
accountable for delivering a public service at a reasonable cost according to governmental.
regulations.

The Federal government through the G. A. O. is now working on a standard costing scheme as
basis for a common accounting system to be used by all Federal contractors:, When that is
established, our whole, way of organizing and accounting will be fundamentally altered. We will
have standard actauntability by the Federal government, just as we now are beginning to have
standard personnel practices through federal affirmative action guidelines.

The public wants to influence our educational goals. A few years ago students wanted us t
be relevant to whatever they thought was important in the society. Now we are feeling the dema
for occupatLo'h reievranty almost with a vengeance. Some bf our friends in humanities departme
are really stymied by the problem. How can ,they make a maj;or in classical literature'look like
prevgca-tional activity We certainly aie struggling with the occupational relevance of speech
communication. There are few want-ads saying, "Wanted,;Speech Communication Majors." But. we f
we are teaching insights acid skills,that are marketable.' We believe that we can product a tare
brochure that will sell students the notion that they really_can get jobs if they major with us
We can hardly claim to be uninfluenced. .

These changes in public attitudes toward higher education are particularly difficult for
those of us who_did our graduate work during the 1960's. The 1960's were years of expansion.
When we completed our Ph.D. work there were half a dozen job Opportunities for each graduate.
It was a question of which one of them each of us wanted, not whether any one would want us.
That period of expansion gave those of us who know no other time expectations,about what is nor
in higher education that we now fied unmet. We are likely to feel that,the times rather than o
expectancies need to be altered. Bak, of course, we are powerless to change the times. I talk
recently with several faculty members who know what university life was like prior to and
folloiTing World War II. The teaching lbads, ehe fringe benefits, the.travel subsidies, the
setrefaial assistance and the salaries to which we have become accustomed, were not notmal the
Those whose vision of higher education goes back only ten or fifteen years will find it difficu
.to face the kind of.coptracting financial base that looms ahead. .

.1



That future is bleak not just becaute of the change in attitudes toward higher education,
411614t also because of the impact thatthe end of growth is already having on higher education.
-Dvmv,raphiF trends take a tong time to develop and a long time to reverse. It is surprising th

has taken us so long to catch oft to their importance. Eighteen- to twenty-year olds have
constituted the major market for .i.gher education. Their n hers can be predicted quite
accurately well In advance. 1n the fall of.1976 the number .E 18-year olds will peak. For the
next seventeen years after that, at',1east, it will fall. It's_too late for any of us, even,if

14 we were so inclined, to do anything to change that fact. In 1970 there were'3,700,00n people
18 years of age in our country. In 1975 it will be 4,240,000; by 1980 4,120,000; and by 1985
3,513,000.

Even now some colleges are closing, some departments are being discontinued, and the numbe
of faculty members in many departments is being reduced. A mad struggle is on to maintain
enrollments. One of the most interesting recent articles in the Chronicle of Higher Education
des'cribes efforts by the English Department at Brown University to_maintain enrollment through
a program in semiotics. Their semiotics program includes such courses as small group communica
tkon non-verbal communication, etc.

The fight to maintain institutions, departments and students is not yet driven by a decli

4

in the absolute number of 18-year olds nationwide, but the still slowly-growing pool of people
-18 to 22 years of Age is about to begin shrinking. What then? The answer is clear. Our
industry will go Into a long depression. More institutions and departments will fold. More
Ph.D.s will be unemployed and that situation will continue for manyyears.

The decline in the birth rate is astonishing. We all know that with the devclopnent of
birth control pills and the legalization of abortion, the society suddenly discovered thatiPeop
did not love those soft little babies as much as we thought they did, but the rate of the decli
was not predictable. The June 13, 1975 Higher Education Bulletin summarizes the fertility
information for 1974.

The crude birth rate is the number of b:Tths per 1,000 total popu=
Lefton. In 1974 this rate-was 14.9, the same as in 1973, but a rate of
18 pepwcent lower than in 1970 and 41 per .cent lower than in 1957.

The general fertility rate is the, number of births per 1,000 women
between the ages of_15 and 44. For 1974, this rate continued to decline
to 68.5. In 1970 it was 87.9 and in 1957 it was 122.7.

The totallertilitT rate is the number of births that 1,000 women
would have-in their lifetimes if, at'reach year of age, they experienced

. the birth.rates occurring in a given calendar year. -This measure deals
with:impliedilfetime fertility. The total fertility rate vas estimated
ae1,862 in 1974, compared with rates of 2,480 in 1970 and 3,760 in 1957.
A rate of 2,100 is needed for the population to replace itself if there
were no immigration.

.0\
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If tt trend contindes very long there will be an absolute decline in the total number o

people in society. This is an amazing turnaround from the baby _boom of my youth. The lima

fundamental force atfepting higher education is simply the change in the number of.peopleto b
educated. We can no longer justify large budgets for higher education by the'growth in the nu

'ber of young people to be taught.-
At Ole same time- that the number of -prospective students,.is declining, our very success h

.taken away one of the major justifications_for higher,educatiOn. Remember the days of shortag

There was a4teacher shortage, a shortage of nurses and doctors, a shortage of scientists, Russii

had more engineers, and there was even a shortage of professors. We told society at that time

that it should support higher education because we could produce more trained manpower. If th

wanted to cut-the size of those enormously large classes, in the elementary and secondary schoo

aolleges-should.turn out more teachers. We deeded to catch up with the Russian space effort s

it was up to our colleges to turn out more scientists and engineers. And, of course, to provi

professors to teach all these students, an expansion of graduate education was essential. We

have been enormously successful in training manpower: Almost every major occupational category

receiving higher educationAs in surplus. There are even predictions of a future surplus

of physicians.
Let us look at the extent of the manpower surplus.- Two clues may help measure that surpl

First, at current levels of college attendance each year the economy must absorb new graduates
into the job market in approximately twice the proportion as currently exists in the total wor
Lorce. It must; absorb in_ even larger proportion new entrants who have attended _college but

are not raduates. t

Second, as compared to other sophisticated societies such as West Germany, Sweden or Japa
the American economy already absorbs at least twice- the percentage of college graduates as

the next nation.
,You Lty be familiar with the fact that the Department of Labor in its manpower reports-

sort_ out various kinds of occupational categories. Two of these are considered college type

categories; professional and technical, and managers, officials and proprietors. The pro-

fessional and technical category has grown by 6.7% from 1950 to 1970 while managers, officials
and proprietors have declined by .2%. The twoiXollege type categories have increased tHe tota

_jobs available in the economy by 6.5% from 1950 to 197Q. During those same. twenuovibeau,

however, the c?Ilegeattendance for the age group between 18 to 22 has increased from about

20% to over_5& of the population.
, We are not faced with a shortage /of jobs for our graduates because of any kind of tempora

recession phenomenon. We are looking at a fundamgntal change in the education level of the

manpower in society. .We sold society the notion_tliat'we could dgliver trained manpower. We

convinced them that higher education held the key to upward economic and social mobility. Hay

been so successful, we can now no longer assure to a college graduate a good job and ahigher

income. Rather than being needed they find themselves in surplus.
The term "underempIoyed""is now in rogue. Thee underemployed are people whose occupationa

fulfillments will be less than their expectations. Many of our_graduates will face downward

social mobility. They will not be able to obtain the same levels of professional and social
status as their parents.

What this fact will do to future,attitudes toward higher ellucation is not clear.-\ It may

well be that students will have to go to college to have any Change for professional success

at all. It may be that we'll return to an elitist philosophy and pick out the very best for

college with everybody else going to vocational school. Many of us hope education will come t

be valued as an end in itself, but there is as yet no evidence that that hope will become reali
4
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' We should be particularly concerned about the Ph.D. glut both Necause we control i't andbecause it depresses the price we can.ask for our -servtces. The Carnegie Ommission_has des9the outlook for white male Ph.D.s as dismal. "They constitute a Special potential'crisis sitsthat will result in massive disappointment'in the lattei..years of the 1970s and the early ifaThis islthe single most serious-occupational problem the Carnegie, Commission sees ahead. In1960s the number of Ph.D ,s granted_ increased by an average of 12% per, year. .CAtnegie now praythat the demand fox Ph.D.s will fall below 50% of supply. It will be fields like speech.domm

tipn thathave tradition-ally sent most of their graduates into higher educational that will bhArdest hit.

It seems awfully hard to think of elithinating those graduate courses which are so much f
teach...lb:We love to have those four or five little elves who help us withAr research projectwho pretend to enjoy hanging on-.our every word. But we have not as a profession confronteddirectly what we are doing by continuing to admit large numbers of graduate students. Too madepartments are still trying to strengthen Ph.D. programs that were begun too late and too ma
established, programs are-still trying to effect economies of scale. We are beginning to see'pain faced,by those now completing the doctorate and finding a shortage Of jobs. As'that shogets worse the pain will increase. The external pressures will lead.. to-difficult internal.presgures.

Faculty careers,- particularly careers for new faculty, are already much less secure andrewarding. It may very' well be that as much`as we revere tenure, that tenure will not offer
'much.protection.' A number of.administrators have proposed removing the tenure system and.replacing it with a system of term contracts. That proposal is not likely to be adopted on )tl
campuses, at least not in the next several years, -but young faculty with littlle pfogpect forachieving tenure won't fight to continue it. Q .

Remember that the AAUP guidelines approve thefiring Of tenured faculty members under twconditions. First, if a prograis terminated the faculty may by released. S4gond, in cases
i

financial exigency tenured faculty may be released. That simply means that if there is notenough money you will not be,hired, tenure or not.
We.need to reconsider our treatmek,of.young faculty. Therd was a time when.it was allsimply to hire an assistant professor and not review his/her productivity till four or five ylater: The prospects for tenure were good and other'jobs were always available. The lack ofInformation on expectations or feedback on performance was poor communication practice but ha

illegal or inhumane. Given the greater difficulty and delay In the achie;iing of tenure, howe
good. administrative practice demands apersonnel review with each non-tenured faulty member aleast annually. To let a person go for four or five years with no real information as to the
likelihood of obtaining tenure seems a particularly cruel practice. At the same-time, telling
faculty member what he/she ought to do in the next year runs counter to some notions of facultfreedom. Faculty have been free to determine areas of emphasis in research and teaching. We
will have to.find ways to solve that contradiction.

We may also find that our norms of collegiality and informal decision-making are severely
at odds with the record keeping and due process procedure necessary to protect Ourselves frothlitigation. There'is currently a litigious climate abroad in the land. You can always be ,suebut if you are sued it's better to win than to lose. Your best protection is in Caref,u1.,
well documented procedures. Keep good records, make sure that due process has been followed.
Recognize that some of the old informal procedures that we call collegiality will not square
well with these new procedural 'demands% The'external forces will lead to internal pressure on
long cherished values and atterns.
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Still another possible result of the oversupply of Ph.D.s may be the development.of

permanent* nbntenured college teachers who float from temporary short appointment to temporary
short appointment in institution after institution. Many of us are currently employing people\
on temporary contracts in a way we would not have five-years ago. A number of really fine new 1
Ph.D.s are accepting one-year contracts offered by schools which have some question about the
longterm funding of Clposition, have a tenure quota problem,' or just want to be free to hire a
really superior prospect should one come, along next year. The practice is on the increase and if
it I;ecomes widespread it will be cruel to those hired and damaging to the economic security of
the entire profession.

These external pressures taken in sum are likely to lead to an increasing feeling of,
powerlessness among faculty members, and hence increase the likelihood of more widespread
faculty collective bargaining. There are at least two key questions you will want to ask about
collective baigaining. First, can critical vestiges of that form of cooperation we call
collegiality 'survive under an adversary system? Second, are department chairpersons management
or labor?

The external pressures on higher education are severe:0 Perhaps they are easier to live
with vhen so much of the rest of the economic-system is also under stress. But the pressures
on higher education will not necessarily be alleviated by an economic upturn. We are a contract-
ing industry and we have little experience with the management of decline.

There are some rays of hope. An expansion of continuing education, more retraining of
praffessionals, increased numbers of oideri students, and, perhaps, the inclusion of college costs
under social security may all help to keep the worst possible case from becoming the actual case.
Each of these possibilities, hOigever, will also require adjustments and adaptations.

In the face of suchexternal pressure, planning becomes neither a luxury nor a water of time
Careful planning will become the only way of preserving tire strength of the institutions we serve
and the values which make the institutions worth,preserving. Let usspend these seminar sessions
exploring together that planning process.

a.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL SEMINAR
THE TASK FORCE REPORT-S

A PLANNING GUIDE FOR THE PLACEMENT OF
SPEECH COMMUNICATION GRADUATES

Robert A. Primrose

One of the urgent problems facing administrators in sp h communication is represented by
the undergraduate (or his parent) who plaintively asks, "But hat-can I do with this major afte
I graduate?" At ,issue is the degree of job security afforded by a college education. A gradua
has invested much money and effort in that education, with the hope of recovering both his cost
and a comfortable surplus, in illopjob which he finds enjoyable and suited to his talents. The
appropriateness of such ae,attitude toward learning can-be debated, but as a matter of fact, mo
and more people are demanding job-relevqnce in their college courses. And if they do not find
in one discipline, they choose anothe..1 Speech communication departments traditionally,have b
little concerned with job preparation (apart from to Ling) even though the skills/and concepts
they teach have always had important vocatio 1 relc.!.ace. Butkcontiued'indifference to the

.students' anxiety about employment is not pra tical.
With this in mind, ehe,,L,Almission given to this study group2 was to develop a planning gui

by which a speech communication department could analyze. its problems in ,placing graduates in
jobs. It is not our intention to provide definitive answers to those problems, but lines.of an
sis by which a department can find answers suitable to its own peculiar situation.

T IS THE PROBLEM WE. FACE?

Why Should We Be' Concerned About.the issue?

Students in increasing numbers are shifting their study pkograms to those which theyscan
"cash" in the job market. Consequently, speech communication departments must develop and clar
their relevance to the world of work, or face serious problems. -Moreover, the traditional prb-
fessional goal of many of our graduatesteachingAs one in which'there are more employment pr
lens than in the economy as,a whole, even in depressed times. Though the economy recovers, the
number of young people in school will not expand but remain steady or'enter an absolute decline
Furthermore, even with economic recovery, the rest of the economy, does not present a bright pie
for the college graduate. As moreand more of the population achieve a college degree, there
develops a growing surplus of people to fill the jobs demanding advanced.training.44 The result
dissatisfaction will pressure departments to make their courses job-relevant and to compete for
students on the basis of that job-relevance in time of contracting college enrollments.

Perhaps it is ironic that speech communication professors still are seen by many as elocut
teachers whose expertise extends no further than the niceties of delivery in public 4peaking.
a casual inventory of skills covered in a typical speech ,comm.unicatiog curriculum teveals a num
of skills which have importance to the needs ofTotential employers.
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WhAlre'OuvRespongibilitieb Concerning"the Employment of Our Majors?

.. I .!qii ,

.

i ..-The unanimous opinion pfthiststudy group was that 'the usual cdllege department of speech.
Communication shOuld nobundertake \the functions of a"placement agency. It is not thepurpose
'the department tg find jobs for its graduates. Though departments _usuelly pass along.job openi
uhtch,come to thefVattention, other agen%ies.on carpus are better equipped to placem
tuactiiqe. Oil other band:, thdre.seeM tea be seyeal respoAibilities which a depa ment shou
assume.',. They would incIude-the following:

-.4
-% ,

. ,
. .., . ,41 ,

4 4 1. r 4

.., * Identiticatiost. 'Skill's and concepts which are purrently taught in the speech communicatio
airriculum and which ate job=elated shouide identgied. therials which should be added to
c4riculum 'also need to be identified. These additions; of Course, must fall within the approp
riate boundaries of the,gpeech communication d,48cip.line and of the department's commission.
Finally, it is necessary ,to identify the spepific job possibilities and categories rotor which sp

*communication graduates would be-especially well ciuglified:

DOubtless, the following list could'be,extended,,but a cursory inventory of job- related Mi.
.. ... ,

acid cancepts in speech cohlmunitationPrevealed.these
%.* .-

..",:. . 0-.
. , ....

. ....-
, .

. . - group'-cormurilaition processes
r

. .

attitude change and persuasion

--,social research
i

..
. ,

. a,
Interpersonal communication'

...*
.
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organizational communication

message design

parliamentary meeting management

conference technl.ques

,briefing and case analysis

research design, '

statistical analysis

interviewing

public speaking

Curriculum Revisioh. Few would suggest that a college curriculum should be determined sp
by what ispopular with employers at the time. _Transactional analysis currently. is fashionabl
in business shortecourses, but I suspect that something else.will replace it before long. On

otherhand, sens4,t,ivity to job needs may lead us to shift the focus of courses and curricula'

without compromising basic concepts. -As an example, we have traditionally taught-courses in
argumentation and debate with educational debate or the courtroom as the basic model. A revis

of that course with the job market in mind might stress more -the function of issue analysis an

,research in job situations. The oil pld electric companies are now employing people to prepar
carefully researched and argued analyses of the possible positions on oil and energy., In ligh

of-such developments, some curricular pruning and redirecting may well be possible without
compromising the integrity of out discipline.

Communication. Students'need to be informed of the job.possibilities open to those with
Alspeeh communication skills and what those marketable skills are. Empoyers need to be made

aware of.what our graduates can offer them, particularly of what they can offer better than

other'graduates.

What.informatioil Do-'We Need? 40 -;

Other data might be helpful in our analysis as well, but the answers to these quest4ons a

essential: How many of otir graduates are finding' employment related to their training?, How
many are not, and what circumstances seem.to prevent them from securing those jobs? What kind

of training in speech communication, have been most_ successful inpreparing students for employ

ment? A rather straightforward survey of ddrartmental alumni would answei most of the above

questions and many departments have a substantial amount of information already in their fil
Inquiries directed to the business community could identity the jobs most available in the
geographic areamserVed by the college. /OR ,
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WHAT ARE THE,CONSTRAINTS1.
,

After clearly defining the problem it faces in the placement of its graduates, 4, speech \\I

communication department needs to identify the constrainrs which, limit the alterative response
_These will be highly idiosyncratic to the institution. Areas in which such constraints might
appear include these: Available personnel and limitations on the hiring of additionalor

.:_replasemen_persons rule out certain responses. Work loads on existing personnel may require
modification of solutions. University philosophy concerning.acceptable types of prgrams will
limit the approaches to the problem. Some state universitils., for example, are forbidden to
de,elop short, courses for groups in communities served by other universities, regardless of
difrerences in-objectives betw.en the schools or the wishes of the initiatingeorganizations.
Individual administrators may also limit the options by their personal philosophies. A liberal
arts dean, for instance, may curtail development of vocational emphases in traditional liberal
arts programs. In his view, a speech department's purpose may be to teach traditional publiq
.speal.ing. Departmental philosophy and purpose also will liMit innovation in meeting this prob1
among other things, it should forestall the offering of programs simply to satisfy a passing fal
among employers. Another constraint in many cases is geography. The distance front a metro
politan community may rule out some progrims, such as an aggressive internship program. The
types of jobs fox which the students realisitically train may differ geographically, as well.
Potential cost to the student or the institution is an important consideration, as is the actua
and potential enrollment. Some departments. operate under formal enrollment ceilings. In other
cases, the potential enrollment Simply is too small to support certain programs.

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE APPROACHES TO THIS PROBLEM?

A complete list' of possible solutions could be a long one." The study graip suggested the
following as having merit. '4.

4
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Internship. A number of institutions have experi4ented with placing speech communicatio
students as interns in study-related jobs during their junior or senior years. The departmen
Communication atCalifornia State University at Sacramento has used this approach for several
years. Most of the interns placed each year are in the speech communication (rather than tel
communication) field. Students so placed often are hired permanently by the host organizatioi
and when they are nit, they have the experience and work vocabulary which makes them much Mor
attractive to other employers. This program iseems to have a great deal of promise..

Faculty and Student Memberships in Business Organizations. Some departments have found 1
extremely valuable for some of their staff Ord students to join professional business organizi
tions, such as the American Society for Traiping and Development, American Women in Radio and
Television, ei. Active participation in these group& places the members in constant touch wl
the employers who control relevant job openings, and it keeps them alert to the kinds of job
requirements to which they should adjust their courses' _content. In an eRtension of this kind
contact, departmental personnel seek opportunities to speak before service and business groups

_outline the department's program and ways its students can serve eMployers' needs. Inone sue
effort at Oral Roberts University, a member of the American SOciety for Training and Developms
succeeded in bringing the Vocal chapter's modthly dinner meeting to campus. The evening's pro
gram featured the curriculum of the Communication Arts Department a'nd its relevance to the bus
'represented. The positive results of that meeting arc( still appearing months later.

Curricular Links with Other Departments. Pursuing a second major in business, on a relaJ
minor, can increas- greatly a student's job attractiveness.... And the other departments usuall
not insulted by the additional traffic generated for th?ir courses by such rec 4:rnendations.
particular usefulness are clusters of courses which do riot fit any major or A ,r, but which,
supplements to a speech, communication major, enhance preparation for a partict type of voice.

. When constructed with the.advice o the other departments whose courses are involved, these
clusters can be extremely valuable.

Short Courses or Seminar's. Short training programs, for business people focusing.on group
'processes, interpersonal Communication, non-verbal communication, etc., are$wit1in the compete
of most departments, and they permit potential employers to see first hand the relevant expert
represented by the departinents. If advanced students an assist with the seminars, employers
see the Potential employees themselves. The faculties also become acquainted with .potential Jo
sources. Moreover, they develop a keener Sense of what skills and concepts should be stressed
the undergraduate curriculum. It is easy for a program to ossify or focus on matters of minor
import. Direct classroom contact with the business community can do much to keep our study
programs honest and relevant. It often happens that changes which are needed do not require n
materials but rather a new organization of old. material and a new stress on elements

'already included.
I,

.

1 Faculty Consulting. Some indiiduals and crepartments have developed this activityrexten-
sively, while others have done pradtically nothing. In some instances, university regulations
severely restrict.it, and in every case,care must be taken to keep it within ethical bounds.
The valueS/ however', are apparent. An employer who sees a speech communication faculty member
solve a problem for him can easily see how an employee with some of the same expertise (and fo
a small cost!) would be an asset. The academic curriculum immediately has relevance to
the employer's job requirements.

4,0 //
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Career S miners. This suggestion aims at informing the student of his options, rather
han specifically training him. It is important for recruitment and for retention of anxious.
ajors. A,career seminar confronts a student with various vocAional possibili4es and the
raining requirements for each. Students also can be made aware of the job-relevant skills

which they already possess. One chairman prepared a dittoed fiSt'of graduates and the type of
work each was doing. This tended to forestall the question, "BLit what can I do after I gradu -t
He also distributed a list of job-'related skills which,a graduate from his department normallyA

N.would have acquired.

At a different point in a student's work, a similar appro4Ch would provide a short seminar
in the preparation and distribution of ref:umes and in.job-seeking skills.- Frequentlythe place
ment service dandies this task, but sometimes they only collea,materials; they do not advise i
its preparation 4nd use. The Speech Department'at Oklah;;;Ete University last.spring develo
a useful extension of this approach. They collected resumes from all their students wbo were
terminating their studies and bound them into a catalog which was mailed to about 1500 potentia
employers. The reports reportedly were good.

This paper does not try to answer which policy is best for meeting the problem of placemen
of graduates. Doubtless there arA other approaches not mentioned above, and which one or com-
bination is best will depend on the local situation and the constraints discovered. Hopefully,
this paper can serve as a planning guide by whichla local department of speech communication
could arrive at'its own best solution.

-
2-
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A PLANNING GUIDEFOR COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

Uofin WY Schmidt.

;There are two observations that have to be made at.a general level:

1.

:.' .

It(1) Collective Bargaining is an adversarial system and the success of a position
of advocacy ulltimately depends upon the power held by an advocate and,the
threat to use that power. ..,

. ,

(2) Collective bargaining is tied to the legal-system, and knowledge :1,4 the legal
,

ins ;Ind outs is essential. r

'A ,

\.........-

1
. w

The importance of these. observations is that an assessment of their' status 1.n each colictive
gaining situation, whether that situation be one where collective bargainiig is already operat
or one in which a collective bargaining knit is being formed, will shape the response to each
questlasposed in the remainder of this report.

Four topic area questimp provide a basic guideline for preparing collective bargainin
1

. and wheh taken in total they should assist department chairpersons to gather usefulnformatio
itand to analyze the possible impact of collective bargaining. These four ,questions are:

s

41

(11 Why did collective bargaining coms.to your particular campus?

(2) What role should a chairperson play in the selection of a bargaining
' agent and in the formulation of a collective bargaining agreement?

How does a department chairperson implement the provisions of the col-
", lective bargaining agreement?

(4), Wt t are your personal requirements to continue to functions as a
"Lchairperson?

1 . .

Collective bargaining comes to a campus as a mechanisms-by which members of the bargaining
..

unit plah ito, respond to a situation. That response translates into the provisions of a contrac
and thus,knowing why collective bargaining came is a key to understanding both the motivation
behind ancl the langua'ge of specific contractual provisions. Among the areas that require
investigation atlET-*,

: 2.

'Faculty salaries .

,..

:... Fringe benefits
*Faculty cuts
'Budget cuts

. ,

'Petis. sonnel policies including questions of promotion, contract,
renewal, tenure, hiring, summer school staffing, sabbaticil
policy and procedure, teaching load. ..f
'Faculty participation in any one of several areas of decision
making in the university including the formation of budgets,
search, screening and selection,proceduTe of administrators, ,

and policies and prcedures encompassidg matters of academic policy.

r

14



1 The second questiOn deals with the role that chairpersons should play in the selection'of a
b rgairing agent and in formulation of provisions of the collective bargaining agreement. The
r1tionale for considering this questions is that there are differing philosophies as to whether'
a chairperson is a manager or an employee, and the time to try to influence the side of the
bargaining table that department chairpersons shall sit is during the early stages of the organi
zr-,'ionof a bargaining uint. Furthermore, many collective bargaining contracts say very little
a' 'ut the chairperson's rights and responsibilities and the appropriate time to try to influence
t:. bargaining process regarding these matters is during the organizational phase of
collective bargaining. ,

The q,,estion of whether the chairperson wishes to be part of the bargaining unit, which mea
Oe individtal will usually be counted as part of the, facult; and thus' as an employee, or to hav
t'- position of chairperson defined as administration which 7..,:ans management and thus an employe
depends upon the individual's perception Of his role, responsibilities, and rights as":.E leader
of a dep-rtment. Regardless of which side of the bargaining' table the chairperson prefers, it i
essential that the chairperson secure a definition of what is the,definition of such an individu
and the rights avid responsibilities that go with such an office.

i

It is strongly recommended that the several chairpersons in a given school,,, or if at all
possible, throughout the university, form a chairpersons' advisory group so as to develop a
coherent position rega1ding the issue of affiliation with the faculty or with the administration
and to pursue questions of definitions of the -po'si.tion, rights and responsibilities. Participan
in the collective barg4ining pr9cess normally respond only to input that is organized around
an identifiable group. '

eOnce the process of collective bargaining results in a contract, the chairperson is faced
wifh the Implementation of the provisions. The administration may not as,, ast or tell you as to

:,.

WO'
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now implementation of specifid provisions is to be accomplished, and if'this be the case, the 1

chairperson will have to work his own way through the contractual provisions. Contracts someti
stipUlate.very specifically the actions that need to be taken and how they shall be taken, and
if this be the case, you are obligated to see that these provisions are carried out. Careful ]

attention should be given to the language of the contract and in paticular to such terms as
'Normal course load," "usual number of office hours," "reason's for absence,".etc% If there is 1

directive from the administration as to the definition of these terms, or if the contract does
stipulate their meaning, it may be wise to work out with the department faculty as a whole the
meaning ,for these terms. Besides studying the language of the contract carefully, the' chairperi
should search the document carefully for explicit definitions and procedures which'by their verl
nature refine implicitly the term due process. Most frequently due process provisions will bei
found in personnel procedures anl will involve steps of consultation, evaluation, reporting., an
appeal. Frequently the due process procedures will call for the establishement of particpatory,
bodies drawn from the faculty and selected by the faculty. Due process provisions focus on
queStions of procedure and not on questions of judgment.

, In addition to implementing specific provisionsjf a collective bargaining contract, the
dep4rtment chairperson may have difficulty in retaining a sense of congeniality and a focus upo
academic and professional development. Some of the consequences of collective bargaining such
the enormous cpmmitment of time to see that the provisions of the contract are faithfully carril
out.and the tendency for some collective bargaining contracts to eliminate merit pay and to use1
salary schedules which serve as a leveling function within and across disciplines may make the
achievement of colleagiality and academic andbeprofessional development diffidult.

The last questiont is of a highly personal nature, but one which all chairpersons will
probably have to face in terms of coping with the additional burdens which come to that office
with collective bargaining. An assessment of your personal requirements t: continue to functio
as a chairperson should help the individual prepare for-an answer to this .evitable question.

Collective bargaining on many campuses has accelerated the already high tc over in the number
chairpersons with the frustration of being unable to achieve the ideal as the most common reaso
given for resignations. One should draw a list up of minimum rights and responlibilities whic
the chairperson thinks are essential to function in that position as a control list. If the

individual cannot control the items on this list, then the chairperson should consider resignin

4",
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A PLANTING. GUIDE FOR GRADUATE EDUATION

Thomas Nilsen

Much of the discussion which preceded the task group meetings was devoted- to sich issues

enrollment, the attracting of students to courses in the field, and the need and possibilities

for non-academic employment. Very little of the general discussion seemed to have a direct

relationship to graduate programs. There was, however, sufficient interest in the relationship

of graduate study-to the contemporary societal pressures that a task group was formed.

The task.group, after 'considerable discussion, did arrive at a number of specific sugges-.

tions. or recommendations. J.

1. In planning or reviewing the.graduate offerings'the needs of our students

four years frdm now, must be considered.

ft lb

'e

While this recommendation was heavily stressed, all recognized the difficulty

of predicting what the needs will be and what.subject matter areas should be

stressed to meet the changing needs. There was general agreement tat certain

ctions should be taken, however, and this led to the next recomMendation.

2. We do need both applied and scholarly research and study at the graduate

level. The consensus was that the applied research should be primarily at

the.master's level. Some sort of professional communication degree seems

indicated._ Such_programs have been established at some schools.

One of the general p.roblets that faces planning at the .graduate level today

seems to be that the development of graduate progr, is that emphasize the non-
-

academic marketability of the graduate student are seen to conflict with what

the institution conceives of as the scholarly objectives of graduate programs.

In addition; Its the graduate programs in speech begin to specialize enough in

such areas as attitude measurement, organizational theory, personnel relations,

etc., to provide adequate qualifications, such programs get closer and closer

in conte,' to other graduate. programs on the university campus.

3. It is important that there be a constant and systematic evaluation of the

nature and quality of our graduate work. There is an increasing trend in

universities now toward periodical review of graduate programs by ,the

administration. Our internal reviews should not be determined solely by

such external ones, but should be undertaken to enable us to keep our

courses of study in closer touch with the changing societal and

academic conditions.
(

The need for review brought-forth a related recommendation.

4. The National Association should proceed with some urgency with its attempt

to develop criteria for the assessment of graduate programs. It is

i4tOrtant that national criteria be formulated so that some reasonably

consistent scope of studies and level of quality can be established for

graduate degrees in speech. Such criteria will aid greatly in internal

and external reviews, and should have a positive effect on quality of

workn the long-run.

An important objective or result of the devel4ment of criteria should be

clearer definitions of the elements or subject matter areas that can or should

makeup reasonably well delimited areas of study within a department of speech

or speech communication. It isnot suggested that any particular grouping or

combination of these elements is needed in the ideal department. Various '

combinations should be possible, but the nature of the elements or areas should:-

be more clearly understood. 1
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The present divisions of the Associatio&u4ght'well form the basis for such a \ 1

definition of elements, but the content er subject matter and goal's.4if-the
diVisions need more explicit definition.

.

]

5. The size of graduate programs 'Should be carefully assessed, from at least
two points of view: (1) the number of Ph.D.'s awarded relative to ttie

job market, and (2) the effect on the undergraduate program of-tJe
commitment to graduate work. Graduate Y;rograms cgnsume much faculty time,

1 and tloughtful considAration must be given to the questions ofthe most
appropriate time commitments. Should we teach a graduate seminar of four

or rive people instead, of a basic section of perhaps 25 or more? The r

issue is complicated by the general university criteria for departmental
excellence which place so much emphasis on graduate work and the scholar-

.

ship that grplq.s out of it.
,

as,
r
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6. Interdisciplinary study should be encouraged. Such interdisciplinary

study should come about as a response to the kinds of problems being

studied, that is, we should be pursuing research problems which require

the expertise of members from various disciplines rather than simply

drawing people together to work on.a problem.

7. As a general rule we need to emphasize increasingly the need for rigOrous

scholarship at the graduate level. Rightly or wrongly (sometimes one,

sometimes the other) speech departments are not infrequently viewed as

being lax in scholarship. In these times of tight budgets, administra-

tions are searching for the less productive and less scholarly programs

in which to effect some cutbacks. We ought not be targets of opportunity.

8. We have a moral obligation to inform'liotential graduate students of the

/imitations of the present job market, and what appear to be the limitations

in the future.
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A PLANNING GUIDE FOR ENROLLMENT PRESSURES

Robert E. Pruett

53

At the Fourth Annual ACA Seminar held'in Austin, Texas on July-9 and 10, various groups
were established to cOnsideesubjects concerned with "An Inquiry into the implications of Curre
Trends for Speech Communication Planning." A group co4osed'of K, Bryson (Montana State), G.
Capp (Baylor Uniyersity), M. Carr.(San JoSe State), H. Dyches (Georgia State), C. Ellis (David
Lipscomb), D. Freshley(University of Georgia)1,R. Pruett (Wright State), and J. Trent.(Miami
University) was organized as a.task force to analyze the problems of student enrollment and mak
some suggestions as to how to respond to the e*terlIgl pr,essurdb.for either (1) increasing or
(2) decreasing enrollment.

Pressure to InCrease Enrollment 7

While a number of institutions are .experiencing problems of decreasing enrollment, others
are confronted, with the pressure to increase enrollment without a subsequent increase in facult
or financial resources. Some of the external pressures effecting enrollment are as follows:

c.

1. Departments mus t approximate enrollment (studene-teacher ratio) that
resembles the university as a whole. Courses in our departments often
have a smaller student-teacher ratio than other depart, its.

2. Excessive demand-by students especially in the basic courses .

a.' Expectation. by students as to what they will learn.
b. ASSUMPTION. that "speech -is easier" may create excessive demand.

13., Pressure to increase numb'er of students in basic courses in order to show

a higher FTEratio.

4. 'Overenrollment in basic courseslunderenrollmerit in advanced courses.

How to Respond to Decreases in Enrollment

1. Eliminate some of the courses that compete with each other.' Too often,
departments schedUle courses at the same time.

;

4

2. For some schools, plan year-round ,program including summe±. This

, would extend the course offerings and help reduce potential conflicts.

3. Reorganize cburses to make them more attractive to students. This
could include name changes, subject reorganization, etc.

4. Extend pro'gram by offering evening and weekend classes to attract
more students.

5. Develop minors with other departments.

6. Work with other departments to get suggestions for electives.

7. Develop interdisciplinary courses.

8. Unite with another academic unit.

O. Reduce prerequisites for certain upper division courses. 15
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10. Develop mini - courses.

11. Reduce specified courses in major:

c

: 12. Attempt to get lower level eourses°aSpart of the "General
I

Education" requirements.

The task force concluded that itsranalysis othe froblem coAcerning pressureS to Increase

or decrease enrollment has been based upon heir experiences and that other departments May liav

different problems. What was presented were the vAews of the members of the group with some,

suggestions for planning to meet either the present or potential pressures. A final pbint stre

by the group was that the key to handling such extepial pressures m4Y be in terns of the Image

projected by the discipline and the departMent.

IP

le,
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A STATEMENT ON CONSOLIDATING PROGRAMS

Anita Taylor S

Thougheconcern lias.expressed regarding the fact that publfc institutions of higher eduCa5ko
in the same state and area tend to perform similar functions, the task group established no plan

The majority of., the.group felt that the b'enekit'frOm diversity'and from frce,choice provid
by such diversit'y eutweighea the problets of overlap and inefficient use of resources. Moreover
the dangers of centializeeplanning and system-wide control were felt to be larger danger's than
some supposed wasted resources. s

A er

Though states are likely to move in the direction of centralized planning at state and
system levels, the Majority of the group believed4Ehe best plan is to hOid back and delay'as muc
as possible with the attitude that individual mission plans may forestc.11 such state central
control. Thfs conclusion was ndt unanimous.
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